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Chapter 3

Background and Related Work

Reliable multicast has been a topic of great interest for many years, and therefore a large

amountof work hasbeendonein thearea.Recently, however, researchersturnedtheir attentionto

the problems of large scale multicast, where groups can have receiver populations ranging from a

few to hundreds of thousands. Such applications require highly scalable multicast error control.

In this chapter, we begin by presenting a brief but essential background on error control. We

then proceed to describe the problems encountered when we apply traditional error control tech-

niques to large-scale multicast. Next, we describe related work, which we divide in two parts: the

first is a generaloverview of theliterature,wherewe categorizeproposedsolutionsinto two cate-

gories,onefor solutionsthatdonot requirenetwork assistanceandanotherfor solutionsthatdo.In

thesecondpartof our overview we describein moredetail two prominenterrorcontrolsolutions,

both of which we used in the simulation comparison with our work.

3.1. Background: Positive vs. Negative Acknowledgments

Traditionally, data recovery is done using positive acknowledgments. In general, recovery

works as follows: imagine a sender and a receiver, wishing to share data reliably. The simplest

methodto achieve reliability is by usingthestop and wait protocol. With this protocol,thesender

transmitsapacket,andsetsaretransmissiontimer. Thereceiver, uponreceiving thepacket,returns

a positive acknowledgment notifying the sender of the successful reception of a the packet. Upon

reception of the acknowledgment, the sender cancels the retransmission timer and sends the next

packet. If either the data packet or the acknowledgment is lost, the sender’s timer expires, the
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packet is retransmitted and a new timer is set. The process repeats until the sender transmits (and

receives acknowledgments) for all its data. In practice, in order to improve efficiency, protocols

l ike TCP use a window - which allows multiple packets to be in transit before receiving an

acknowledgment - appropriately called awindow-based error control mechanism.

This is averysimplifieddescriptionof window errorcontrol(moredetailscanbefoundin any

of thenumerousnetworking books,including[1, 2]). Whatis important,however, is thatwith this

typeof errorcontrol,thesenderis responsiblefor detectinglossandsendingretransmissions.The

receiver’s job is relatively much simpler: upon receiving of new packet, it acknowledges the

sequence number of the highest consecutive packet it has received. Because the sender does most

of the important work, this approach is known as asender-reliable approach[36].

We saw that thesender-reliableapproach,usespositive acknowledgments.Anotherapproach,

whichusesnegative acknowledgments andputstheburdenof recoveryonthereceiver, is appropri-

ately called a receiver-reliable approach[36]. In a receiver reliable approach, the receiver is

responsiblefor detectinglossby keepingtrackof thesequencenumberof arriving packets.A gap

in thesequencenumberindicatesapacket loss;for example,thereceptionof packet n followedby

packet n+2 signifies that packet n+1 may have been lost1. Upon detection of a gap, the receiver

sendsbackto thesenderanegativeacknowledgment,i.e.,amessagerequestingtheretransmission

of packet n+1. After sending the negative acknowledgment, the receiver sets a timer, waiting for

the retransmission to arrive. If the retransmission fails to arrive before the timer expires, another

negative acknowledgment is sent and a new timer is set; the process repeats until the packet is

received successfully. In a receiver-reliable approach, it is the sender’s job that is now much sim-

pler: it responds to each negative acknowledgment by sending a retransmission.

Althoughit appearsthatbothsender-reliableandreceiver-reliableapproacheshave equivalent

functionality (namely the reliable transmission of data), they have some rather significant differ-

ences.In additionto placingtheburdenof recoveryatdifferentends,thetwo mechanismsdiffer in

a more fundamental manner: with the sender-reliable approach, both the sender and the receiver

are notified that a packet was successfully delivered (a process that happens continuously, as data

1.While weignorere-orderingin ourdiscussion,notethatgap-detectioncanstill beusedin thepres-
enceof re-orderingif thereceiverdefineshow many out-of-sequencepacketsit canreceivebeforeit
declares loss.
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is transmitted).With thereceiver-reliableapproach,however, theabsenceof negativeacknowledg-

ments is ambiguous: it either means that the receiver has received all packets successfully, or that

negativeacknowledgmentsaregettinglost.Therefore,with a receiver-reliableprotocol,thesender

cannever becertainthatthereceiver hasreceivedall packets.Amongotherthings,this hassignif-

icantimplicationsonbuffer allocation:thesendermusteitherprovide infinite buffers,which is not

practical in most cases, or make an independent decision (and risk being wrong) about when to

purgeandreclaimits retransmissionbuffers.If buffersarepurgedearly, somedatamaybelost for-

ever. One way to overcome this l imitation is to have the receiver periodically send positive

acknowledgments.

To summarize,receiver-reliableapproaches(i.e.,thoseusingonly negativeACKS)cannotpro-

vide 100% reliability; only sender-reliable approaches (i.e., those employing positive ACKS) can

make such guarantees. However, receiver-reliable approaches, have merit: because they place the

burden of recovery at the receivers, are better suited for reliable multicast, as we will see next.

3.2. Problems with Reliable Multicast

One could argue that the sender-reliable approach can easily be applied to small multicast

groups of perhaps a dozen receivers or so. Modern hosts and networks have adequate capacity to

accommodate the extra processing, state, and positive acknowledgments that would be required.

However, for multicast groups that can scale to hundreds or thousands of receivers, it is clear that

such solutions are hopelessly non-scalable. A sender serving thousands of receivers would be

forcedto maintainstate,receive andprocessanacknowledgmentfrom eachreceiver andfor every

packet (or window) it sendsout.Thisnotonly wouldcreateahugeloadat thesender, but mayalso

create congestion in the network as the acknowledgments funnel back towards the sender. The

problem became apparent very early, and thus the vast majority of reliable multicast protocols

today have adopted receiver-reliability with negative acknowledgments, which reduces receiver

feedback from one message per packet sent per receiver, to one message per packet lost per

affected receiver. While initially this appears to significantly reduce feedback from receivers, it is

still far from adequate to ensure scalability. The reasons are discussed next.
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3.2.1. The Error Model

First, let usdefinetheerrormodelwewill beusingin oursolution.Weassumethatif apacket

getslost,all receiversdownstreamof thelossmissthepacket.Thelossof oneor moreconsecutive

packetsconstitutesa lossevent.Receiversdetecttheseeventswhenthey seea gap.Typically, one

requestandoneretransmissionis requiredto recover from a lossevent(assumingno furtherloss).

If the same packet (or burst) is lost at different places independently, then we regard this as sepa-

rate loss events and an independent process must be initiated to recover from such losses.

3.2.2. Implosion

We already discussed why reliable multicast protocols have adopted negative acknowledg-

mentsin aneffort to achievescalability. Hereweshow why this is notsufficient to makeerrorcon-

trol scalable. We begin with a problem known asimplosion, caused by receiver feedback.

Recall that a negative acknowledgment is sent by each receiver that detects a gap in the

sequence number of received packets. Also recall that with multicast, the sender sends a single

packet addressed to the group, which is replicated only at the branching points in the multicast

delivery tree. Figure 3.1 shows such a multicast tree with a large number of receivers. Now sup-

pose that the “X” marks a link where a packet is dropped. Note that this link serves most all the

receivers in the group. The result of this single drop is that every receiver downstream the link

misses the packet. When the next packet gets through, the resulting gap causes each receiver to

send a negative acknowledgment back to the sender. As one can imagine, the outcome is disas-

trous:asinglepacket losshascausedanegativeacknowledgmentfrom almosteveryreceiver in the

group, resulting inNACK implosion at the sender.

Theproblemis complicatedbecauseits magnitudedependsonthelocationwherethepacket is

dropped. In the best case, if the packet is dropped on a link serving a single receiver, only one

NACK would begenerated.However, at theworstcase,if a packet is droppednearthesource,all

receivers will lose it. Since it is impossible to predict where a packet is dropped, an error control

schememustbecapableof dealingwith all possiblelossscenarios,from lossatasinglereceiver to

loss by the entire group.
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3.2.3. Exposure

Theproblemof implosionis causedby receiver feedbackto thesender. Implosion,however, is

only one side of the problem. Even if we had the means to notify the sender of a packet loss in a

scalablemanner(i.e.,without implosion),anotherproblemremains,which pertainsto themanner

retransmissions are delivered to the receivers. This problem isexposure.

Let us examine the scenario in Figure 3.2. The topology is the same as in the previous figure,

except that loss now affects only one receiver. The affected receiver sends a NACK back to the

sender, thesenderpreparesa retransmissionandis aboutto sendit. Thesenderhastwo choicesat

this point:

• Unicast: send the retransmission via unicast to the affected receiver

• Multicast: multicast the retransmission to the entire group.

Althoughatfirst glancethefirst optionseemsto bethebest,recallthatin generalapacket loss

mayaffect any numberof receivers,from a singlereceiver to theentiregroup.Therefore,in cases

 Figure 3.1: A single packet drop creates NACK Implosion.
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wheretheentiregroupmissesa packet,unicastingtheretransmissionto eachreceiver is impracti-

cal; thesecondapproach(multicastto entiregroup)is definitelybetter. However, adoptingthesec-

ond approach means that when only one receiver loses a packet all receivers will be forced to

receivearetransmission.Thismayleadto the“crying babyproblem”,whereonereceiverbehinda

lossylink causesexcessiveretransmissionsto theentiregroup.Therefore,weconcludethatneither

approach is acceptable.

A hybrid approachhasbeensuggested,thatemploys a thresholdto selectbetweenunicastand

multicast. With this approach, the sender waits for some amount of time (typically the maximum

RTT in thegroup)while collectingNACKs. If thenumberof NACKs is below thethreshold,then

retransmissions are unicast to each receiver; if the number exceeds the threshold, the retransmis-

sionis multicast.Clearly, while this approachis animprovement,is still not scalable.As thenum-

ber of receivers grows very large, selecting the threshold becomes increasingly difficult. A

reasonabletrade-off betweenimplosionandexposuremaybeto selecta thresholdvalueasa func-

tion of thenumberof receivers.In practice,however, determiningthenumberof receiversis diffi-

cult (recall that IP Multicastdoesnot keeptrackof groupmembership).In addition,thethreshold

 Figure 3.2: Loss at a single receiver causes exposure
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may be limited to far less than half the receiver population because of sender’s NACK processing

capability may be low.

To summarize, exposure is the problem that occurs when recovery messages are delivered to

receivers that do not need them. As the group gets very large, the probability that a packet is lost

by one or more receivers (and hence retransmission is required) increases and a large number of

recovery messages are generated. If these messages are not contained and exposure is high, scal-

ability will suffer becauseunwantedpacketswill notonly incurnecessaryprocessingat thereceiv-

ers, but will also waste network bandwidth and possibly lead to congestion.

3.3. Overview of Related Work

There has been a significant amount of research on reliable multicast protocols. The early

work hasfocusedondistributedsystems,providing primitivesfor constructingdistributedapplica-

tions, such as the ISIS system[67] and the V-kernel[68]. Other early work has focused on local

areanetworksor broadcastlinks [69, 70,71,72,73]. Wewill notcover theearlywork here;agood

survey can be found in [64]. We will focus on recent work on reliable multicast that aims to pro-

vide scalability to very large groups.

As we described earlier, the vast majority of reliable multicast protocols use receiver-reliable

recovery which was shown by Pingali, Towsley, and Kurose to be superior to sender-reliable

recovery [36]. We begin our overview with reliable multicast schemes that require no assistance

from routers.Wewecall thesenon-assisted schemes. Then,weproceedto list schemesthatrequire

network assistance, which we call assisted schemes. We will continue our overview of related

work with amoredetailedlook atSRMandPGM,thetwo schemesthatweusein ourcomparison

with our scheme.

3.3.1. Non-Assisted Schemes

Many of thenon-assistedschemesarehierarchicalschemes,whichorganizereceiversin atree.

Each receiver is assigned a parent and zero or more children. Request implosion is controlled by

allowing requests from children to their parents only. Duplicate replies and exposure are reduced

by either unicasting retransmissions from parents to children or multicasting after some threshold
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of requests is exceeded. Parent discovery is a crucial step in hierarchical schemes. Some schemes

are static, i.e., the parent/children allocation is fixed. Others are dynamic, and allow members to

reorganizethetreeasthegrouptopologychanges.Dynamicschemesaremoreflexible but require

more complex parent discovery mechanisms.

The Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP) [35] is an example of a static hierarchical

scheme. The source multicasts data to all receivers, but only the Designated Receivers (DRs)

return acknowledgments. Losses in RMTP are recovered from DRs. Retransmissions are either

unicast or multicast depending on how many requests were received. This, however, is a crude

solution because it performs well only at the extremes (if there are too many or very few losses).

Otherwise, it incurs significant overhead, either in terms of network traffic or exposure. Although

not implemented,RMTP wasthefirst protocolto proposetheuseof subcast1, a routerservicethat

allows a router to multicast a packet to all downstream links.

TheLog-BasedReceiver-reliableMulticast(LBRM) [32] is anotherexampleof astatichierar-

chical scheme, aimed at distributed interactive simulation (DIS) applications. LBRM uses a pri-

mary logging server and a static hierarchy of secondary logging servers which log all transmitted

data. Data is multicast from the source to all logging servers and all receivers; however, only the

primary logging server returns acknowledgments to the source. The receivers request lost data

from the secondary logging servers; in turn, the secondary logging servers request any lost data

from theprimaryloggingserver. Similar to RMTP, retransmissionsin LBRM areeitherunicastor

multicast, or multicast based on a threshold. Both RMTP and LBRM are based on a static hierar-

chy andthusrequireexplicit set-upof DRsor loggingserversbeforenew regionscanbeaddedto

the group.

TheTree-basedMulticastTransportProtocol(TMTP) [40] is anexampleof aschemethatuses

a dynamic hierarchy. In TMTP, every region has a Domain Manager (DM). When a DM joins a

group, it searches for a parent using an expanding ring search. During the search, the new DM

repeatedlybroadcastsa “SEARCH_FOR_PARENT” requestby increasingthetime-to-live (TTL)

value.Whenoneor moreDMs respond,thenew DM selectstheclosestDM asits parent.Thus,the

DMs form a dynamic hierarchical control tree. Each endpoint maintains the hop distance to its

1. Term coined by Adam Costello.
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DM, and each DM maintains the hop distance to its farthest child. These values are used to set the

TTL field on requests and replies to limit their scope. To further limit request implosion at the

DMs, TMTP uses randomized backoff for requests, which, however, increases latency.

LGMP [74] is a hierarchical, subgroup-based protocol, where receivers take the responsibility

of dynamically organize themselves into subgroups. Subgroups select a Group Controller to coor-

dinate local retransmissions and process feedback messages. LGMP subgroups are self-organizing

and self-adaptive according to the current network load and group membership. In LGMP sub-

groups may not always achieve congruency. LGMP has been implemented and some of its testing

was carried out on the MBONE.

TRAM [76] is another dynamic tree-based protocol designed to support bulk data transfer.

TRAM uses TTL to form the receiver tree. The tree formation and maintenance algorithms borrow

from other schemes like TMTP, but TRAM has a richer tree management framework, supporting

member repair and monitoring, pruning of unsuitable members, and aggregation and propagation

of protocol related information.

MFTP [75] is designed for reliable distribution of files to a large number of receivers. Data is

transmitted in passes. After each pass, receivers unicast NACKs back to the sender using random

back-off delay to avoid implosion. The sender collects all NACKs and transmits all missing pack-

ets in the next pass. The process repeats until all receivers receive the data and no NACKs are sent.

It is clear that MFTP trades latency for reliability, a trade-off which is acceptable for file transfer,

but may not be acceptable for other applications.

In summary, static hierarchical schemes like RMTP and LBRM do not adapt to rapid member-

ship changes or changes in topology. Dynamic hierarchical schemes like TMTP, LGMP, and

TRAM rely on approximate methods (e.g., expanding ring search) to discover parents and send

replies. The use of expanding ring search for parent selection can lead to other forms of subopti-

mality, due to lack of congruency between the recovery tree and the underlying topology. Other

schemes like MFTP are mostly suited for bulk data transfer.
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3.3.2. Schemes Using FEC

We briefly touchedon ForwardError Correction[8] in Chapter2. FECis attractive in a multi-

castenvironmentswith ahighdegreeof uncorrelatedloss,becausesuchlossescanberepairedeffi-

ciently. FEC typical ly increases the bandwidth required to transmit data, depending on the

encoding method used. Recently, techniques have been proposed that reduce this overhead and

increasetheeffectivenessof FEC[78, 79,77]. We choseto investigateretransmissionin our work

because it offers very low cost in terms of bandwidth and does not require encoding/decoding of

dataat theends.Someof thetechniqueswe have devisedin our work canbeusedwith FECsolu-

tions, for example in sending scoped parity packets.

3.3.3. Assisted Schemes

In thelastfew years,therehavebeenseveralproposedschemesthatusenetwork assistancefor

reliable multicast, which we describe below. Most of these postdate our work.

In Addressable Internet Multicast (AIM)[33], the authors propose to extend Internet routing

by defining a rich set of services. These services require routers to assign per-multicast group

labelsto all routersparticipatingin thatgroup.Therearethreetypesof labels:positional,distance,

andstreamlabels.Positionallabelsareusedto routemessagesto individualmembersof thegroup.

Distance labels are used to locate near-by members. Stream labels are used to subscribe to traffic

generated by a subset of sources. AIM defines new routing mechanisms based on the presence of

these labels. These mechanisms are:

• Positional routing: route a message to a particular destination router

• Reachcast: route to the closest router that has a member belonging to the group

• Positional reachcast: route to the closest router that has a member belonging to the group

but towards some destination

• Reverse reachcast: route to the routers that can reach current router with a reachcast

• Reverse positional reachcast: route to the routers that can reach current router with a posi-

tional reachcast.
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One application of the above mechanisms is the Reliable Multicast Architecture (RMA). In

RMA, members requiring a retransmission ask their local router to send a request using a posi-

tional reachcast towards the source. A reachcast eventual ly reaches members that have the

requested data, which respond by sending a retransmission via positional routing. The proposed

labeling scheme has less overhead when used in shared trees. If used in source-based trees, each

source tree requires its own labels. The overhead of distributing the labels after a membership

changecanbehigh if groupsarehighly dynamic:wheneveranew branchis addedto themulticast

tree, all the routers below the new branch may have to change their labels.

Search Party [30] builds on our work by aiming to enhance robustness. In Search Party,

requestsarenot routeddeterministically, asin LMS, but randomlyusinga new mechanismcalled

“ randomcast” . This mechanism is used by routers to randomly route requests to either the parent

or to one of the children. Search Party trades efficiency (in terms of increased latency and dupli-

cates) for better robustness.

OTERS[80], usesamodifiedversionof themtrace[66]utility to constructa recovery treethat

is congruent with the underlying multicast tree. OTERS builds the tree by incrementally identify-

ing subroots in the multicast routing tree using back-tracing. For each subroot, OTERS selects a

Designated Receiver (DR) which acts as the parent. OTERS solves the problem of maintaining

congruency (in otherwords,ensuringthattherecovery treemirrorstheunderlyingmulticasttree),

but receiversarestill exposedto topologyandhave to keeptrackof changesin thestructureof the

underlying multicast group. In addition, the overhead of using mtrace probes may be high in

highly dynamic groups.

Tracer[65] is similar to OTERSin that it alsousesthemtraceutility to allow eachreceiver to

discover its pathto thesource.Oncethepathis discovered,receiversadvertisetheir pathsto near-

by receivers using expanding ring search. Once receivers discover nearby receivers, they use the

datafrom tracingandtheir lossrateto selectparents.Tracercanbeusedasa facility to createcon-

gruenttreesfor othertree-basedprotocols,suchasRMTP. As with OTERS,Tracerexposesreceiv-

ers to the underlying topology of the group and incurs overhead due to mtrace probes.
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3.4. SRM

Wenow proceedto describein detailthetwo schemesthatasdiscussedin thefollowing chap-

ters,we have simulatedandcomparedwith our scheme.We startwith ScalableReliableMulticast

(SRM) [17].

SRM employs two clever global mechanisms to limit the number of messages generated,

namely duplicate suppression and back-off timers. In SRM, recovery messages (requests and

replies)aremulticastto theentiregroup;receiverslistenfor recovery messagesfrom otherreceiv-

ers before sending their own, and suppress their recovery messages if they would duplicate one

alreadyseen.Theintendedgoalis to allow themulticastof only onerecoverymessage.In orderto

increasetheeffectivenessof thesuppressionmechanism,especiallyin denselypackedgroups,the

round-trip-time between receivers is artificially enlarged (for recovery messages only) with the

additionof back-off delay. To improve performance,theaddeddelayconsistsof a fixedanda ran-

dom component, calculated separately at each receiver. The fixed component is based on the dis-

tance of the receiver to each sender, and the random component is based on the density of the

receivers in the neighborhood. However, these components have to be re-calculated when group

membership, topology, or network conditions change, meaning that SRM needs time to adapt to

improve performance.

SRM performs well in suppressing requests but slightly worse in suppressing replies. How-

ever, SRM has the following disadvantages:

• The backoff delay for requests is set to some multiple of the unicast delay to the sender.

Thus, on average, recovery delay will be higher than unicast.

• Therandomizationonly ensuresauniquerequestoror replierwith acertainprobability. In

topologies where the distance based tiebreaker is ineffective (e.g., a star), an unfortunate

trade-off mustbemade.Usinglargerandomnumberscanmaketheprobabilityof aunique

requestor or replier high but increase the recovery latency; using small random numbers

can make latency small but increase the probability of duplicates.
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• The “multicast to everyone” approach provides excellent fault tolerance, but also exposes

recovery toall members of the multicast group. This situation is compounded if multiple

requestors and repliers respond.

• A new receiver joining the group must measure the propagation delay to every existing

receiver in the group in case the new receiver is elected as a replier. Also, if adaptive tim-

ers are used, several request-reply rounds are needed before timers stabilize.

Simulationresultson randomtopologieswith fixedtimervalues[17] show thatSRMtypically

requiresabout2-3 timestheunicastround-tripdelayto recover a lost packet andproducesaround

2 - 10duplicatesin theprocess.TheSRMdesignershaveproposedanalgorithmto adapttimersto

improve performance.Usingadaptive timersreducesthenumberof duplicatesafterthetimersare

tuned. However, timer adaptation can be a slow process, and there may be transients when loss

shifts from one location to another.

To avoid multicastingall messagesto all members,SRM proposestheuseof theTTL field in

the IP header to limit the scope of recovery messages. However, this approach limits the scope of

messages within a radius, while losses affect a subtree. Thus, it still allows duplicates to reach

other regions, as shown in Figure 3.3.

In [81] two approaches to enhance SRM with local recovery have been studied: one requires

receiversto maintainthehop-countbetweenthemselvesandall otherreceivers;theothersuggests

the use of multiple multicast groups. However, maintaining the hop-count to each receiver is a

costlyapproachandproneto errors.Creatingmulticastgroupsfor thesolepurposeof recovery is a

slow process, and multiplies the overhead associated with each multicast session, since creating

and pruning a group is currently relatively expensive.

 Figure 3.3: Scoping with TTL is not always effective
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3.5. PGM

PGM [47] is a reliable multicast protocol marketed by the router company Cisco. PGM is a

network-assisted scheme, that unlike the schemes we described earlier, peeks into the transport

layer and requires per-lost-packet state at the routers.

The basic operation of PGM is depicted in Figure 3.4, and is as follows: Upon detection of

loss, every PGM receiver selects a short random back-off interval and then unicasts a negative

acknowledgment (NAK in PGM terminology) to its upstream PGM router. Upon reception of a

NAK, the upstream router performs the following steps:

• multicasts a NAK confirmation (NCF) on the link the NAK was received on to suppress

other NAKs.

• creates retransmit state noting the sequence number of the requested data and the link the

NAK was received on.

• repeatedly unicasts the NAK to its upstream router until a corresponding NCF is received.

Both NAKs and NCFs are examined hop-by-hop by the PGM routers. If similar NAKs arrive

from other downstream links, these links are also added to the list. However, no additional NAKs

 Figure 3.4: PGM operation
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are propagated upstream. This effectively controls implosion by allowing only one NAK per lost

packet to reach the source.

Whenthesourcereceivesa NAK, it respondswith a retransmission(RDATA). As with NAKs

andNCFs,RDATA is examinedhop-by-hopby thePGMrouters.EachrouterforwardsRDATA on

links for which is has previously established state (i.e., links where a NAK was received for that

retransmission). Thus, RDATA packets follow the path laid out by previous NAKs, and conse-

quently reach only those receivers that have sent a NAK. This completely eliminates exposure.

After a router forwards RDATA, it discards the corresponding NAK state.

In PGM,all retransmissionsoriginatefrom thesource.Provision is madefor suitablereceivers

to act as Designated Local Retransmitters (DLRs) but in order for a receiver to become a DLR it

must lie directly on the path towards the source. This severely limits the deployment of DLRs.

When a DLR is deployed, its operation is similar to the source.

PGM in its current specification, faces the following problems:

The dangling NAK state: if a NAK or RDATA is lost,previousNAK stateis not discarded

at theroutersuntil theNAK stateexpires.Thus,whenreceiversthatfail to receiveRDATA timeout

and send a NAK again, these NAKs are blocked by the routers. The reason is that PGM routers

block duplicate NAKs from being propagated upstream while NAK state is present. Since NAK

state is normally erased by passing RDATA which did not arrive, the state is still present until it

times out. The NAK state expiration interval, however, is just a soft-state safeguard to eliminate

stalestate,andthusis typically large(severalseconds).Thesolutionproposedby thePGMdesign-

ers is to make the NAK state permeable to one NAK after 1 second, thus limiting the amount of

time a receiver’s NAKs can be blocked.

Repeated retransmissions: While PGM in its current specification guarantees that a

retransmissionwill not reacha receiver thathasnot requestedit, it doesnotguaranteethatasingle

retransmission will cover all receivers that have requested a retransmission. In some topologies

PGMmayhaveto sendthesameretransmissionmultiple timesto coverall receivers.Thereasonis

that a receiver close to the loss may send a NAK and trigger a retransmission before NAKs from

distant receivers have a chance to establish NAK state in downstream routers. Since NAK state is

wiped out by RDATA, a NAK arriving at a router after RDATA went through will re-establish
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NAK state back to the source. This problem is depicted in Figure 3.5, which shows the same

packet being retransmitted three times in response to a single loss.The RTT between receivers is

suchthattheretransmissioninitiatedby r1 passesthroughR1to r1 beforetheNAK from r2 arrives

at R1.ThustheNAK from r2 goesto thesourceandtriggersanotherretransmission.If r3 is suffi-

ciently distant, its NAK arrives at R2 after the second retransmission to r2, triggering a third

retransmission of the same packet.

Retransmitting the same packet multiple times may create congestion near the source, which

may lead to more loss and, in turn, more retransmissions, eventually leading to congestion col-

lapse.A solutionto this problemwassketchedby thePGM designersandinvolvesaddinga back-

off delayat thesourcebeforeRDATA is sent.This allows NAKs to establishtheappropriatestate

at the routers. This reduces multiple retransmissions at the expense of increasing recovery latency.

 Figure 3.5: The repeated retransmissions problem in PGM
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